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Anvi Smart Defender 

Anvi Smart Defender is a simple-to-use antivirus application that uses a regular engine and cloud support to remove malware files and
ensure data protection. It also features a real-time guard designed to prevent future infections. Speedy setup and eye-catching UI The
installation procedure is a fast and easy task, since the app does not let users opt out of components. As for the interface, Anvi Smart
Defender is attractive and intuitive, thanks to large and flat buttons. An initial scan is recommended by the tool to establish the PC's
current security status. Three types of scans Anvi Smart Defender sports familiar scan methods that can perform a quick search by
looking into important Windows areas only (system services, memory, browser extensions, startup items, other critical locations), run a
complete search by adding the full disk to the previously mentioned areas, or verify only user-defined locations via custom scans. On
scan completion it can be set to automatically remove infected or suspicious files, remove them and immediately power off the PC
afterward, or to stand by for user action (delete, trust, do nothing). Real-time and anti-hacker protection The real-time guard takes care
of files, the Windows registry, startup items, along with browsers, Internet-related privacy issues and downloads. Each of these
components can be deactivated with one click and re-enabled at a later time. Meanwhile, the anti-hacker module monitors various
vulnerable areas prone to unauthorized access, such as weak passwords, remote connection and assistance, together with the Windows
Firewall. These sections may be excluded from the current and future scans. Quarantine, whitelist manager and other tools Items sent to
the quarantine can be examined when it comes to file locations and times of submission before deciding to either remove or restore
them. Objects excluded from scans may be removed from the whitelist, while new ones can be added. In addition, users may download
another tool (for free) designed to repair various browser issues triggered by malware when it comes to Internet Explorer, Google
Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Performance and conclusion We have noticed that Anvi runs on a pretty high amount of RAM, even
when it's in idle state. It carries out scan jobs in reasonable time but takes a while to delete infected files. Our latest tests has shown that
the tool delivers very good results concerning virus detection ratio. However, its real-time guard failed to detect anything, and the scans
found many false positives. On top of that, its
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KEYMACRO is a program that provides a convenient way to create macros for Microsoft Word (documents or Web pages). It is easy
and fast to use, and you can use it on the desktop or any program of the Microsoft Office suite, including Office, Outlook Express,
WordPerfect, Access and Excel. Video Converter Plus is an easy-to-use program for converting media files with lots of options and
over 700 presets. It can convert almost any media file to any format or size. More than 700 presets No matter what you need - from
audio files to 3D video - Video Converter Plus has over 700 presets, including videos from YouTube and Flash, photos, games, movies
and more. It also lets you convert video files to any format, including Blu-
ray/DVD/AVI/WMV/ASF/MKV/MP4/MPEG/MOV/AAC/AC3/FLAC/WAV, and to most mobile formats, including: 4K UHD (3840
x 2160) 4K Ultra HD HD (1280 x 720) 720p HD SD (640 x 480) 480p HD 320p (352 x 240) 352p HD 240p (320 x 240) 240p HD
MP4 (640 x 360) MP4 QT (320 x 240) QT AAC (1280 x 720) AAC 3GP (1280 x 720) 3GP 3G2 (1280 x 720) 3G2 3GP2 (1280 x
720) 3GP2 3GP3 (1280 x 720) 3GP3 3GPP (1280 x 720) 3GPP 3GPP2 (1280 x 720) 3GPP2 iPhone (1280 x 720) iPhone 320p (352 x
240) (iPhone) iPhone (640 x 480) (iPhone) iPhone (720 x 496) (iPhone) iPhone (854 x 480) (iPhone) iPhone (640 x 408) (iPhone)
iPhone (640 x 320) (iPhone) iPhone (480 x 320) (iPhone) iPhone (480 x 320) (iPhone) iPhone (1280 x 720) (iPhone) iPhone (640 x
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Anvi Smart Defender is a simple-to-use antivirus application that uses a regular engine and cloud support to remove malware files and
ensure data protection. It also features a real-time guard designed to prevent future infections. Speedy setup and eye-catching UI The
installation procedure is a fast and easy task, since the app does not let users opt out of components. As for the interface, Anvi Smart
Defender is attractive and intuitive, thanks to large and flat buttons. An initial scan is recommended by the tool to establish the PC's
current security status. Three types of scans Anvi Smart Defender sports familiar scan methods that can perform a quick search by
looking into important Windows areas only (system services, memory, browser extensions, startup items, other critical locations), run a
complete search by adding the full disk to the previously mentioned areas, or verify only user-defined locations via custom scans. On
scan completion it can be set to automatically remove infected or suspicious files, remove them and immediately power off the PC
afterward, or to stand by for user action (delete, trust, do nothing). Real-time and anti-hacker protection The real-time guard takes care
of files, the Windows registry, startup items, along with browsers, Internet-related privacy issues and downloads. Each of these
components can be deactivated with one click and re-enabled at a later time. Meanwhile, the anti-hacker module monitors various
vulnerable areas prone to unauthorized access, such as weak passwords, remote connection and assistance, together with the Windows
Firewall. These sections may be excluded from the current and future scans. Quarantine, whitelist manager and other tools Items sent to
the quarantine can be examined when it comes to file locations and times of submission before deciding to either remove or restore
them. Objects excluded from scans may be removed from the whitelist, while new ones can be added. In addition, users may download
another tool (for free) designed to repair various browser issues triggered by malware when it comes to Internet Explorer, Google
Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Performance and conclusion We have noticed that Anvi runs on a pretty high amount of RAM, even
when it's in idle state. It carries out scan jobs in reasonable time but takes a while to delete infected files. Our latest tests has showed
that the tool delivers very good results concerning virus detection ratio. However, its real-time guard failed to detect anything, and the
scans found many false positives. On top of that, its

What's New in the?

Anvi Smart Defender is a simple-to-use antivirus application that uses a regular engine and cloud support to remove malware files and
ensure data protection. It also features a real-time guard designed to prevent future infections. Speedy setup and eye-catching UI The
installation procedure is a fast and easy task, since the app does not let users opt out of components. As for the interface, Anvi Smart
Defender is attractive and intuitive, thanks to large and flat buttons. An initial scan is recommended by the tool to establish the PC's
current security status. Three types of scans Anvi Smart Defender sports familiar scan methods that can perform a quick search by
looking into important Windows areas only (system services, memory, browser extensions, startup items, other critical locations), run a
complete search by adding the full disk to the previously mentioned areas, or verify only user-defined locations via custom scans. On
scan completion it can be set to automatically remove infected or suspicious files, remove them and immediately power off the PC
afterward, or to stand by for user action (delete, trust, do nothing). Real-time and anti-hacker protection The real-time guard takes care
of files, the Windows registry, startup items, along with browsers, Internet-related privacy issues and downloads. Each of these
components can be deactivated with one click and re-enabled at a later time. Meanwhile, the anti-hacker module monitors various
vulnerable areas prone to unauthorized access, such as weak passwords, remote connection and assistance, together with the Windows
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Firewall. These sections may be excluded from the current and future scans. Quarantine, whitelist manager and other tools Items sent to
the quarantine can be examined when it comes to file locations and times of submission before deciding to either remove or restore
them. Objects excluded from scans may be removed from the whitelist, while new ones can be added. In addition, users may download
another tool (for free) designed to repair various browser issues triggered by malware when it comes to Internet Explorer, Google
Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Performance and conclusion We have noticed that Anvi runs on a pretty high amount of RAM, even
when it's in idle state. It carries out scan jobs in reasonable time but takes a while to delete infected files. Our latest tests has shown that
the tool delivers very good results concerning virus detection ratio. However, its real-time guard failed to detect anything, and the scans
found many false positives. On top of that, its interface shows misleading options, since most of them can be unlocked only by
upgrading to Anvi Smart Defender Pro. To sum it up, Anvi Smart Defender is attractive, simple-to-use and capable of removing many
types of malware, but we have seen better performance results in other av solutions when it comes to the overall package, even for a
free security program. Advertisements
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (preferred) Minimum System Requirements: DirectX 11 graphics processor with 512
MB of system RAM Minimum recommended: DirectX 11 graphics processor with 1 GB of system RAM Minimum System
Requirements (for 2017 PS4 Pro): DirectX 11 graphics processor with 8 GB of system RAM DirectX 11 graphics processor with 16
GB of system RAM Minimum System Requirements (for 2018 PS4): DirectX 12 graphics processor with 8
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